Innovations for the environment
Sewer cleaning and disposal vehicles

What do customers
appreciate most about
KAISER VEHICLES?

Technology and quality
Kaiser vehicles impress with
innovative technology and
outstanding workmanship,
making them a match for the
toughest tests offered by
rugged continuous operation.
Flexibility and
economic efficiency
They are considerably more
flexible and economical in terms
of costs/benefit comparisons
than the vehicles of other
suppliers.
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Combined vehicle with water recycling

KAISER AqUASTAR
Top performance for versatile deployment
and flexible applications

Efficient performance
The KAISER Aquastar offers a perfect combination of
performance and versatility. The KDU high-pressure pump
delivers water at a rate of 320 to 500 litres per minute
(with a double KDU up to 800 litres) and water pressure of
up to 200 bar. The large-size hose reel can accommodate
a 300 m jetting hose.
On the KAISER vacuum pump the maximum air throughput
is 3100 m3/h (with a double KWP up to 6200 m3/h). Due
to the selection of various suction booms, the vehicle can
be optimally adapted to the respective implementation
requirements.
Versatility
• With Rotomax, Aquastar represents a benchmark for the
industry in the high performance recycling sector.
• With a tiltable divider door, the vehicle can vacuum up
and dispose of two different media.
• A dry vacuum device permits the pick-up of dry material
while streets can be cleaned with high-pressure water
from wash booms.
• The ADR equipment1) is used for the disposal of
dangerous waste materials.

1)
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Outstanding economy
The consumption-optimised hydraulic system reduces
fuel consumption amongst others by adapting the suction
power in accordance with the vacuum rate. In the recycling
mode, the water flow rate is also automatically adapted
to the available water supply.
Cleaning quality is enhanced by the constant jetting hose
drive with speed control. Additional interfaces make it
possible to link up with recording and information systems
for the planning and organisation of sewer maintenance.
Greater operating comfort.
The information display with integrated analysis system
gives the operator qualified feedback on current performance parameters. Data such as jetting hose metre
counter, vehicle weight and component status are transmitted directly to the radio remote control and presented
in graphical form on the display. The display and control
of the water pressure at the jetting nozzle also make
sewer cleaning considerably easier.

European agreement on the road carriage of dangerous goods.
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Economically efficient sewer cleaning
Jetting – Vacuuming – Water recycling

Jetting
A high-pressure water hose with a sewer jetting nozzle
is fed into the soiled sewer. The high-pressure water jet
dislodges the dirt and flushes it to the gully hole. At the
same time, the water jet pushes the hose further
into the sewer.
Vacuuming
The material flushed into the gully hole is extracted by
means of a vacuum system. Solids and water are thus
conveyed by the suction hose into the sludge tank.
Combined sewer cleaning
If jetting and vacuuming work can be performed
simultaneously, we talk of a combi cleaning/vacuuming
vehicle.
Sewer cleaning with water recycling
Water and solids are separated in the sludge tank. The
filtered water is reused for jetting purposes via the highpressure water pump.
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Components and technologies

KAISER water ring pump - KWP
Vacuum pump
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Function
As early as the mid 1980s, KAISER developed the first
water ring pump in a light construction for mobile applications. In the KWP housing, an eccentric rotor produces a
ring of water using centrifugal power. Volume changes in
the rotor chambers ensure that air is sucked in and compressed. This construction type features high resistance to
dirt particles and is ideally suited to vacuuming wet and
dry media. The contact-free rotor ensure extremely quiet
running and a long life cycle. The KWP causes no contamination of the pump exhaust air by lubricants and oils. The
oil-bath bearings require no maintenance.
Light-weight and reliable
The light construction increases the vehicle’s useful load.
The integrated Intercooler System ensures a consistently
low temperature budget for the service water. Even in the
case of high exterior temperatures, continuous operation is
possible and even extended vacuuming jobs in the end
vacuum range result in no overheating of the KWP.

Technical data:
KWP
Vacuum pump

900i

1600i
2000i

2400i
3100i

7000i

Max. air flow in m3/h

900

1600
2000

2400
3100

7000

Max. air flow in cfm

530

943
1178

1414
1825

4120

90 (26.6)

85 (25.1)

80 (23.6)

1 (14.5)

1 (14.5)

Max. vacuum rate in % (in Hg) 90 (26.6)
Max. pressure in bar (in PSI)

1 (14.5)

1 (14.5)

Weight in kg (lb)

95 (209)

180 (397)

Mounting in the fresh water chamber - patented
By building the KWP into the fresh water chamber, additional natural cooling, frost protection via water insulation
and reinforced sound insulation are achieved. The short
suction lines to the sludge tank ensure an optimum degree
of efficiency. This construction type also permits
vacuum/pressure operation when tilted.

210 (463) 650 (1433)
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Components and technologies

KAISER ROTOMAX
Water recycling system

Outstanding efficiency
Runs to refill with jetting water are dispensed with, fuel
and water consumption reduced.
A multi-stage filter system is not needed if the KDU is
used. This reduces body weight and cuts cleaning and
maintenance outlay. In comparison with other sewer
cleaning vehicles, KAISER vehicles offer up to 4.5 tons
more payload.
Reliable in the toughest conditions
The self-cleaning effect of the oscillating rotary filter drum
is additionally enhanced by a backwash-flushing system.
No other system on the market can match the performance
of the KAISER ROTOMAX system with backwash-flushing in
continuous operation in sewers featuring a high grease
content and extreme soiling.

Patented KAISER system
The centrepiece of the ROTOMAX water recycling system
is an oscillating rotary filter drum. Built into the front part
of the sludge tank, this one-stage filter system separates
solids from sewer water. The filtered water is channelled
directly (without settling basin) to the Kaiser pressure
transformer for further jetting processes.
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Sparing use of natural resources
With the water recycling system, 90,000 litres of fresh
water are saved given a jetting rate of 300 litres per
minute and a jetting period of 5 hours.
Waste gas and noise emissions are substantially reduced
due to fewer retanking and waste depot runs.
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The KAISER company

KAISER history
in brief

• 1913 Foundation as a business enterprise for agricultural
vehicles (auto tractors), trading with tractors, spinning
and weaving mills. Development into an industrial
company with the production of suction vessels for the
agricultural industry
• 1963 First sewer cleaning vehicle
• 1965 First walking excavator
• Still a family-run business to this day
Today:
Technology leader for walking mobile excavators and sewer
cleaning vehicles. Several patents in both sectors. KAISER
works with over 40 sales and after-sales partners across
the globe.

KAISER AG - Schaanwald, Liechtenstein
Main factory / Sales / Development / Production /
Customer Care
KAISER Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH -nenzing, Austria
Sales / Customer Care
KAISER Eastern Europe s.r.o. - Krakovany, Slovakia
Sales / Technology / Production / Customer Care
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